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L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R

Assessment of quality of life in Gaucher disease:   
A methodological approach

Dear Editor,
We read with great interest the article by Cerón-Rodríguez 

et al. (2017), titled “Improvement of life quality measured by 
Lansky Score after enzymatic replacement therapy in children 
with Gaucher disease type 1,” which reported improvement 
in quality of life (QoL) among children with Gaucher disease 
type 1 (GD1) as measured by the Lansky score and concluded 
that these patients achieved improvement in QoL after 6, 12, 
18, 24, and 30 months of enzyme replacement therapy (ERT).

There is no doubt that the ERT did cause substantial im-
provement in the systemic manifestations of GD in those pa-
tients. However, we have some concerns about the paper. The 
first one refers to the assumption that patients presented type 
1 of the disease. It would be important that authors clarify 
which parameters they used for that classification, especially 
considering that patients two to four were homozygous for 
the p.Leu483Pro variant, a genotype which is well known to 
be associated with Gaucher types 2 or 3.

Another concern refers to the instrument used by the au-
thors for QoL evaluation. According to the original article 
that first proposed the Lansky score, the evaluated children–
all patients with cancer undergoing chemotherapy––and con-
trol participants had the same functional capacity (Lansky 
et al., 1987). The authors further suggested that children with 
cancer were able to resume most of their usual activities after 
completion of treatment, and that parents reported that the 
convalescence period had been brief. Considering also that, 
even in the 1970s, a few years before the Lansky score was 
first proposed, the combined 5-year survival rate for child-
hood cancers was already 58% (rising to 83% between 2005 
and 2011) (American Cancer Society, 2016) and that in many 
cases, cancer in children presents as a transient, curable dis-
ease, any comparison between these patients and children 
with GD1––a chronic, incurable disease that requires lifelong 
treatment and may, thus, have a greater impact on QoL––is 
questionable at best.

Furthermore, the Lansky score primarily evaluates func-
tional performance, using data such as the activity level of 
play as observed by parents (Lansky et al., 1987); however, 

the article in question included a 12-month-old child, an age 
during which the development process is still in full swing. 
This calls into question whether parents were truly able to 
distinguish improvements resulting from the treatment pro-
cess from normal development milestones. Apparently, the 
Lansky scale overlaps, at least partly, with the natural child 
developmental process, which may be another source of bias.

We would like to raise some questions to Cerón-Rodriguez 
et al. to better interpret the results of the work. Regarding the 
patient who was 4 years old and especially the 10-year-old, 
are they attending school or pre-school successfully? How 
were the infants in relation to the pre-ERT child develop-
mental stages? Did the parents have other children to whom 
the patients could have been compared to? Were they experi-
enced parents or novices?

Cerón-Rodríguez et al. clearly state that there is no ideal 
questionnaire for assessment of QoL in patients with Gaucher 
disease, as a specific instrument is not available. Nevertheless, 
we wonder whether the data provided by the instrument cho-
sen by the authors can be used to support their claim of an 
improvement in QoL, or whether it can only demonstrate 
an improvement in the functional ability of these patients. 
Finally, we wonder whether the authors would recommend 
use of the Lansky score in future studies of this population.
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